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The readings this week:
◦ 1 Samuel 8:4-11, (12-15), 16-20, (11:14-15) ◦ Psalm 138
◦ 2 Corinthians 4:13-5:1 ◦ Mark 3:20-35
Click here to read this week’s Scriptures

Life as An Adventure
Life is so unpredictable, and yet we attempt to predict
it. I check the weather on my computer or phone at
least three times a day (which is a good thing, since
the forecast is always changing). I’m currently
planning a trip for work and yesterday as I typed up
my schedule I realize that I have left very little time
for serendipity.
Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we
are wasting away, yet inwardly we are being renewed
day by day. … So we fix our eyes not on what is seen,
but on what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary,
but what is unseen is eternal. [from 2 Corinthians 4]
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These are the things that are seen, the things that are
right in front of our noses. But what about what is
unseen? What does that even mean?
Being aware of the unseen is remembering that
behind the lists, underneath the calendars, alongside
the tasks are reasons that make us so focused. We
have lists and tasks and calendars, because we know

that without them we can forget something that’s
truly important. And in the process, we sometimes
forget something that’s truly important. I know.
Makes your head spin, doesn’t it?

So what is truly important? What is the unseen?
The unseen is the adventure, the love, the people, the
spirit. It is the thing that brings you life, not the thing
that sucks the life out of you. It is moving forward,
even with the lists, tasks, and calendars—not standing
still.

The important thing is the journey, because you never
know what’s around the next corner. We can’t plan
for that, but we can be ready for it. Ready for the
moment when the laundry doesn’t get done because
you need to read a book or call up a friend. Ready for
the moment when a co-worker wants to talk about
something. Ready for the moment at the conference
when, through all the long meetings, a wonderful
connection is made, someone who will be a new
friend. Ready for laughter, a meal, an invitation.
All of that adventure is hiding. Hiding among the
lists, the tasks, the calendars. Hiding in plain sight,
waiting to be discovered and unleashed.
We just have to be better about looking for it.
~ Melissa Bane Sevier, Contemplative V iewfinder

Reflecting on the Word
1st Reading: 1 Samuel 8:4-11, (12-15), 16-20,
(11:14-15)

Why did Samuel feel that the people were rejecting him
personally? How was their request for a king a natural
outflowing of the people’s long-term attitude toward
God? Why would God want to make sure the people
knew how a king would treat them? Would he could say,
“I told you so?” What did the people want from a king
that God could not (or would not) provide? Do you see
this as an example of God changing the plan to meet the
circumstances of his people? If so, why do you think that
God would change these plans, as opposed to other
possible responses, like: forcing the people into the kind
of relationship he wanted to have with them or
abandoning the Israelite people altogether? In what ways
does the Gospel – the story of God’s salvation through
Jesus – demonstrate God’s flexibility? Does it seem
demeaning or improper to think of God changing God’s
mind? What does God’s flexibility say about his regard
for human beings? Faith Element
Psalm Reading: Psalm 138

Have you done anything in your life time “with your
whole heart?” What motivated/motivates you to act with
your whole heart? By some counts, David lists more than
15 reasons for giving wholehearted thanks to God in this
Psalm. Have any of them ever received more than passing
attention from you? Have any of them moved you to
express thanks to God in prayer? Moved you to
wholehearted thanksgiving? Verse 4 reports that “All the
Kings of the earth shall give you thanks, O Lord.”
What’s significant about this vision the earth’s best and
brightest giving thanks to God? In verse 8 David
declares, “The Lord will fulfill his purpose for me.” What
was “the purpose of the Lord” for David that he had in
mind? What is the Lord’s purpose for you? Do you
believe that he’ll fulfill that purpose? If so, how does that
impact your present readiness to give thanks to God with
your whole heart? Stoney Point Church

Praying Toward Sunday
(inspired by Psalm 138)
We give You thanks, O Lord,
with all our heart!
We will sing Your praises before all creation,
and rejoice in Your steadfast love!
You have created us O Lord, and made us for
Yourself.
In You we become everything You have made us to
be!
~ Lectionary Sermons Archives

Sabbath is not just for rest it is for remembering.
Remembering that God made the world and you didn’t.
That the mission we do is actually his mission and he
will see it through to the end. Whether we falter or not.
That we are loved, in spite of internal and external
evidence to the contrary. That he is our father, savior
and friend, and that nothing can change that. That one
day he will remake the world just as he is remaking you
right now. Sabbath is a day for worship, and for
returning. We need it to be there every seven days. It is
this kind of disciplined practice that defines the
boundaries of our art and the canvas for the painting
which is our lives.
~ Brain Sanders, from A Reflection on the Art of Sabbath

3rd Reading: 2 Corinthians 4:13-5:1
In what way do problems and physical deterioration help
us toward “an eternal weight of glory”? Why is it so easy
to focus on temporal matters to the exclusion of eternal
things? Why is a focus on eternal things so important to
our spiritual growth? What can we do to help shift our
focus? In what sense are our bodies like tents? If we were
to truly look forward to our “house not made with hands,”
how would it affect our daily lives here? Jesus Walk
4th Reading: Mark 3:20-35
Why do you think that the crowds were so big? What were
they drawn to, what were they intrigued by? In the parable
that Jesus uses, he is challenging those around him - his
followers and those who were opposed to him. Look back
at the parable. What stands out for you? What surprises
you? What challenges you? What are you drawn to? As
Jesus redefines family at the end of this passage what do
you think he is trying to say in doing this? If you were to
create a family tree of both relatives and others that you
consider family, who would you include? Who would you
exclude? Why? Lesson Plans that Work

